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Tools for managing the Fed's balance sheet

In his question and answer session following a speech to the Chicago Fed's Conference on Bank Structure and Competition on May

7, one of the topics Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke addressed was various tools for managing the Fed's balance sheet

and the implementation of monetary policy in the future.

As I see it, the issue is that the Fed has created a very large amount of reserves and its conventional monetary policy tool, the

federal funds rate target (the desired market rate for bank reserves), is very close to zero. If the funds rate target is going to be

raised at some point in the future then either the Fed needs to be able to simultaneously keep demand for reserves at a high level or

it has to reduce the amount of reserves available in order to drive the market rate higher. In other words, a positive interest rate

would require eliminating a large portion of the excess reserves or elevating the demand for reserves in a way that is consistent with

the market rate near the desired (target) level.

The options mentioned by the chairman last week fall along these two lines. One possibility is to have the demand for excess

reserves at a high level, with the interest rate paid on reserves being the primary lever for the implementation of monetary policy.

Last week I wrote about interest on reserves in the context of New Zealand's floor system and the fact that a large level of bank

reserves replaced central bank daylight overdraft facilities for the purposes of meeting payment system needs. I also noted that U.S.

banks have been putting their large holdings of reserves to similar use—significantly replacing daylight overdrafts. Nonetheless, it

remains an open question as to whether market rates could be controlled satisfactorily by adjusting the interest rate paid on excess

reserves alone given the size and complexity of the U.S. banking system.

What about reducing reserves? Beyond the decline in reserves that would automatically accompany reduced demand for the various

Fed liquidity facilities, one tool for reducing reserves is outright sales of assets—Treasury securities, agency debt, and agency

mortgage-backed securities—held in the Fed's portfolio. Doing so would reduce the level of bank reserves and also reduce the

overall size of the Fed's balance sheet by the same amount.

Another option mentioned by the chairman is to use term reverse repos against these same Fed assets. A repo transaction

resembles a collateralized loan, but it is technically a purchase and subsequent sale agreement with the price differential effectively

reflecting the interest on the transaction. A Fed repo operation temporarily buys acceptable securities in exchange for reserves,

while a reverse repo temporarily sells Fed-owned securities in exchange for reserves. To the Fed, a repo is an asset on its balance

sheet that is matched by an increase in reserves on the liabilities side. In contrast, a reverse repo is a Fed liability that is matched by

a decrease in reserves. Hence, a reverse repo does not reduce the size of the balance sheet, but it does reduce the amount of

reserves. (Central bank trivia: Unlike most other central banks, the Fed convention is to talk about repos and reverse repos from the

perspective of the counterparty.)

One option not mentioned by the chairman last week but talked about by others (see, for example, Janet Yellen's speech on May 6)

is for the Fed to seek authority to issue its own unsecured debt. These Fed bills would be similar in effect to a reverse repo—

replacing reserves with interest-bearing Fed obligations, but these obligations would not be backed by Fed-owned collateral. Many

other central banks have the authority to issue their own unsecured short-term debt, and a number of central banks utilized this

authority to manage their balance sheet during the heat of the financial crisis in 2008. For example, sterling bills and reserve bank

bills have been used in the United Kingdom and New Zealand, respectively, as the primary means of draining reserves when

reserves were created as a result of short-term liquidity facilities.

However, it is important to note that the central banks that introduced bills were generally facing large increases in reserves and

declining amounts of government debt on their balance sheets. This situation significantly limited their ability to conduct large reverse

repo operations or outright sales of securities to drain excess liquidity. For example, the Bank of England's holdings of government

debt at the beginning of 2009 were less than 2 percent of its balance sheet, down from about 11 percent in early 2008.

In principle, then, it seems the Fed has plenty of tools available for managing reserves and the federal funds rate in the future. As my

former countrymen in New Zealand are apt to say—no worries, mate! Of course, that leaves plenty of other things to worry about.
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